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Attractions and

Starting Relationships

 | his lesson begins an exploration of healthy relationships—whatthey are and

| how they develop.It starts with a relationship pyramid activity that challenges

| participants to define the ingredients of goodrelationships. They identify which of

those ingredients provide the foundational building blocksfor a healthy relationship.

Participants explore what happens whenrelationships go forward too fast and on a

| shaky foundation.

Next, the chemistry of attraction is explored to increase one’s understanding of the |

powerfulfeelings and emotionsit generates, and to learn how that chemistry can makeit

easyto slide into risky situations. This informationis reinforced with a short asapSCIENCE

YouTubeclip. In this section, a simple 3-6-9-month rule on big decisionsis introduced

to equip youth to handle their attractions more wisely. Togetherthese activities build an

appreciation for why pacing one’s involvement more slowly is a smart move.

A fun Infatuation—Love Match activity played out with real-life examples will help |

participants gain insights while building a language for talking about relationships,

emotions, and love with friends or partners.

This and the following lessons will offer insights and frameworks for examining current

relationships, as well as provide guidance for futurerelationships and decision-making.

_ Many young people (including young parents) will go on to a new relationship. This

lesson aimsto increase youths’ love smarts by encouraging them to clarify whatis

important to them while learning more about the chemistry of attraction and the

building blocks for healthy relationships.
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e Build awarenessof the characteristics, foundation, and building blocks for healthy

relationships.

e Recognize the importance of developing relationships on qualities that really matter.

e Examinethe benefits of pacing a relationship more slowly.

Lesson at a Glance

4.1 Relationship Pyramid (15-20 minutes)

 

Activities: Group Brainstorm; Build a Relationship; Inverted Pyramid Presentation

42 The Chemistry of Attraction (32 minutes)

Activities: Video clip, The Science of Love; Infatuation— Love Match; Love Songs

Trusted Adult Connection 
Materials Checklist

 

Resources:

4a. Infatuation—Love Match Worksheet (pg. 83) (Duplicate one per pair for activity.)

| 4b. Infatuation—Love activity cards (class set): (Locate colored activity cards in back of

| manual.) Cut. Duplicate master available as a downloadable resource at

| Dibblelnstitute.org / LN4.

| Ac. Infatuation—Love Trusted Adult Connection Activity (pg. 84) (One per person.)

|

|

Materials:

e Lesson 4 PowerPoint slideshow and all duplicate masters for activity cards are

digital downloads that come with the curriculum. Easy-to-follow directions are

foundat Dibblelnstitute.org /LN4.
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e Small clear water bottle (removelabel), 4 different colors ofglitter, and a small funnel

e YouTubeclip, The Science of Love, from asapSCIENCEis hyperlinkedin the lesson’s

PowerPoint slideshow

+ Large Post-it or flip chart paper and markers

Workbook Applications:

e Taking Your Time (pg. 11)

e The Chemistry ofLove (pg. 12)

e Match Profile (pg. 13, optional) | 

 

Y Read through the lesson to become familiar with concepts and the sequence of

activities. Review the three workbook applications and preview PowerPointslides,

including the asapSCIENCE YouTube videoclip, The Science of Love (2.53 minutes)

that is hyperlinked in the slideshow.

Y Review the relationship pyramid activity. If your groupis large, the instructor will

need to prepare two or morelarge post-itflip chart papers with a large pyramid

drawn onit as indicated in Section 4.1. Practice the relationship pyramid activities

| with the PowerPointslides #3-10.

ACather clear waterbottle filled with water, 4 different colors ofglitter, and a small

funnel to pourglitter into water bottle for demonstration. Read over how to do |

glitter demonstration.

| Y Review the Infatuation —Love activity cards (Resource 4b, located in the back of the

manual) to become familiar with the contrasting matches. Note the bolded words.

Locate the instructor’s key to the matchesin Section 4.2 to assist you duringthe activity. |

Y Duplicate 10 of the Infatuation —Love Match Worksheet (Resource 4a, pg. 83).

Y Duplicate Infatuation—Love Trusted Adult Connection Activity (Resource 4c, pg. 84)

one per person.
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|
¢ Flip chart paper and markers

_ « Workbook: Taking Your Time(pg. 11)

SECTION+
15-20 minutes

Relationship Pyramid ~ 2 

he activities in this section help young people understand the importanceof

building relationships on qualities that really matter. The first activity starts by

having participants brainstorm list of ingredients that characterize a great  relationship. The second activity utilizes a layered pyramid  

diagram whereparticipants will use the ingredients they just

generated to build a relationship with a solid foundation(like a

pyramid). Finally, the instructor will present an inverted pyramid

to examine howrelationships often develop in the real world. As

a whole, these three activities aim to get youth to think about the Lesson4
Attractions and Starting Relationships

a
erqualities that build a healthy relationship and recognizethere is a

sequence and orderin the building process. (PP)

 

 

e If there werea recipefor a great relationship, what would be the

ingredients? What makesa greatrelationship? (PP)

Ask everyonetocall out characteristics, qualities, or ingredients | la

they associate with a great relationship. Tell them to shoot for 15 “What Makesa Great

to 20 words or so. Write these wordsin list form on largeflip a

chart paper as they shout them out.

 

Note: If your group is large, break them into two or three groups. Place large post-it

notes orflip chart paper around the room and ask for two volunteers to gotothesheets |

and write the wordsthe entire group shoutsout. |

Participants will be using these words in the nextstep of the activity. The words will |

probably include someof the following: good communication, chemistry, fun, romance,
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common interests, sense ofhumor, caring, attraction, friendship, respect, trust, sharingfeelings,

physical affection, love, commitment, honesty, chemistry, shared values, loyalty, support,

| faithful, common dreams and goals, responsibility, reliance, inter-dependence,etc.

Note: Feel free to add wordsyourself. And, if sex comes up, addit to thelist. See tip

 below on howto respond.

Activity: Build a Relationship

 

Forthis activity, the instructor draws a very large triangle ona flip chart/board labeled

and divided as shownin the diagram below.If you have a large group, stick or tape two

| or morelargeflip chart sheets with a large pyramid next to the sheets with the words

they’ve already brainstormed. (PP)

|

———p> Mature

    

   

Deepening and
=> ,

Developing

Positive

Starters
— 00d
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Introducethe relationship pyramid with these points:

+ Let's think about how relationships get started, how they develop, and then what happens.

+ Imagine this pyramid represents a healthy relationship. For a pyramid to stand, it must

have a strongfoundation.

+ If this represents a healthyrelationship, then we muststart at the bottom —the

foundation —and build upfrom there.

+ We are going to usethe list of ingredients you generated to build a great relationship.

Instructions:

1. Give markers to two volunteers from each group.

2. Instruct the group(s) to discuss and decide which of the words they generated should

go into the positive starters-foundation level and which should go into the higher

levels. Instruct them to start with the foundation.

3. As they debate and decide, one volunteer will cross out that word on thelist and

another volunteerwill write it into the pyramid.

+ The bottom layer is about positive starters— the foundation: What qualities or

characteristics would you want or expect when starting a relationship?

e Which words from the list draws two people together?

e Which words/ingredients would make you feel good about the person?

e Which would say to you, “I'd like to see this person again and spend moretime together”?

e Which qualities would you wantin this foundation before even thinking about taking

it to the next level? Put those words from yourlist here.

Sm
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 + The middle layer describes a deepening and developing relationship:

®e You are learning more about each other’s character and personality.

¢ Whatqualities are importantifa relationship is to become more serious, one thatis |

mutually affirming andsatisfying?

| ®e Which words signify the relationship is deepening and developingin a positive way? |

| % Atthe very top is mature love: You both are equally invested in the relationship and in a

future together. |

¢ What qualities would you wantin a relationship that mightlast a long time, even a

lifetime?

|Note: The goal of this activity is to establish how to build a good foundation for a

healthy relationship. This discovery activity will clarify whatis necessary for a strong

foundation in a relationship. Disagreement on placementof an ingredient is a good time

for discussion. Let participants dothe talking.

Debrief on the Pyramid Activity:

Read off the wordsparticipants put in the foundationallevelof their pyramidfirst. Add

| comments of support and reinforcementas to why these are good to experience in the

early stages.|

| If, for example, a group has put trust, sex, or respectin the bottom layer, engage a
1

discussion. Here are sometalkingtips:

“Trust is clearly important to goodrelationships. But whenis it okay to trust? Do people

need to earn trust throughtheir actions? Is it wise to trust before knowing someone well,

before you have seen him or her walk the talk? Do you know ofanyone who trusted too soon

and regretted it?
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LS Respectis also essential, but there are different aspects of respect. If, for example, someone

displayed disrespectful behaviors, why would you even botherfrom the start? That

dimension of respect clearly belongsin the bottom level. But there's another kind of respect

that grows from seeing a person’s deeper character and actions over time that goes higherup.

4

% If any groups put sex in the bottom layer: Let's talk about this. Have you ever seen+

or heard ofsomeone who had sex with someone they barely knew and then realized they

were played, pregnant, orleft with an STD? It’s probably not safe or wiseto put sex there.

Instructor note: We'll be addressing sexual values and boundaries more directly as

the program progressesso justleave it at that for now.

Continue with the wordsthey entered into the middle and top layers. End with a

roundof group applausefor their efforts at building a great relationship with a solid

foundation.

Applying to friendships:

Be sure to point out that this activity can apply to friendships. Manyof the qualities

they came up with are important for friendships.It is important for everyone to look

at the foundationsof their friendships. Is the friendship built on solid ground and a mutual appreciation?Is the friendship genuine, caring, and a two-waystreet? Or, is one

personjust using the other person?

  Activity: Inverted Pyramid Presentation

in the real world. They will examine whata relationship can look andfeel like when

it progresses too fast without a good foundation.It will be based on a hypothetical

scenario of one couple.  |
Announcethat the group is now going to switch gears and look at what often happens

|

| Note: Be sure to practice this presentation beforehand.To bestillustrate the inverted

pyramid, use the PowerPointslides (PP).
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Begin the presentation with this hook question: |

| + You did a great job in building a healthy relationship! Now, let's look at how things often go
in the real world.

Ask the following question:

| + On average, how long do you think people generally wait these days before having sex? I |

am not lookingfor a scientifically accurate answer here and, obviously, it can vary greatly.

| But what do you see and hear in music or the movies? Orfrom people around you? (Most
responses will cluster on the early side.)

Nowdisplay the inverted triangle with “Sex” at the bottom. Use the points in the |
script below:(PP) |

|
 

“Its true that sex happens early in relationships for
US some people. Some relationships today almost begin |

7, with sex. Let's look at this couple. |

/ %* Neither has had time to know if the other person has

\/ any of the positive ingredients to make a healthy

relationship. They haven't taken time to think about

qualities they want, like in the last pyramid activity.

+

+ I got serious very fast. You could say these twoslid into sex before knowing each other.

+ Maybe they get out before it becomes a relationship and it seems okay.

+ Or, maybe they get pregnant.

* Or, maybe they get a sexually transmitted infection.

Click to nextslide or write, “One-Sided—Meant Something Only to One” Read script:

LS After having sex, only one person thought it meanta

genuine interest, real feelings, a relationship, or love.

(PP)

 

  % The thing about sex is it always carries expectations.

It can mean no more than, “We had sex today and I

expect we'll have sex tomorrow.”
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%* What might this look and feel like?

e To the person who thoughtit really meant something?

¢ To the person who thought it was just sex and doesn't want anything serious? Pause

for responses.

%* Do youthink either person is likely to be honest about their true feelings? Will one just settle and not say what they're really looking for? Will the other just go along and get what

they can?

Click to next slide or write, “Communication—Not So Great.” Read script:

 

   
LS After a couple of months, our couplefinds they lack

MY communication. They don't share feelings or thoughts.

They never talk about what is important or what is
ommunication—poor

really going on between them. (PP)

feels usedfor sex. In fact, one feels the only time there

is a real show of interest and kindness is when they are

about to have sex.

|

|

|

|
| \=/ % One shuts down when things get serious and the other

|

|

+ The couple argues and fightsa lot.

| Click to next slide or write, “Few CommonInterests—Not Much Fun.” Readscript:

 

   
** Eventually they discover they have very differenty iney y y

Ness/
do forfun. (PP)

%* They are not on the same page when it comes to

7 valuesor priorities in life.

| %* They both realize it started with sex and never

interests. They havetotally different ideas ofwhatto

| moved beyond sex.
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| Click to next slide or write, “Feels like a Friend—Not Really.” Readscript:

 

  + They are notreally friends. Afriend shows interest
Doesn'tfeel like a friend

| have a good time together. (PP) |

 

and is happy to see you. Friends enjoy each other and

One-sided

N + They might secretly suspect they would have never |

been together were it notfor sex.

Click to final slide or write, “Commitment and Trust—None.” Readscript: |

 + . . . .
You have no commitment-no trust ** Forgetit! Trust does not exist. Oneis cheating. (PP)

|
- + . . .

** Obviously there is no commitment. |

 

| + +

+ What's likely to happen to this couple?

| NV e Break up? What has taken them so long to break up?

| e Continue to stay together? Why would people do that?

e Get pregnant? Then what happens?

Pause to hear their responses. (PP) Then conclude by showing the shaky foundation

| imagealong with thesepoints:

   NO co

0 SUPpog, MISTREATED

VALUES OUT
oF SYNC
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Workbook Application

the qualities they desire for a relationship.

|

the relationship has a shakyfoundation and is more likely to turn out a disappointment.

Sex can fool a person into thinking there is more to a relationship than therereallyis.

(PP) Ask participantsto locate pg. 11, Taking Your Time,in their

workbook. Read the introductory passages and then ask them to take

a few minutes to respond to the questions. For this exercise, state that

they can use an example from their ownlife, or from someone they

know well. Direct them to fill in the blank relationship pyramid with

 

%* Ifthe basic building blocks of qualities and characteristics you identified earlier aren't there, |

In afew minutes we will talk more about why that is.

Right now we'll pausefor afew minutesto reflect on a couple ofquestions in your workbook.

 

Taking Your Time

 

 

 
SECTION 4.2

_ The Chemistry of

_ Attraction

r [ this section begins with a brief presentation on

the “love chemicals”of attraction. Participants

will gain insights about the primary neurochemicals and hormoneslinked to romantic

YouTube video: The Science ofLove

Resource 4a: Infatuation—Love Match

Worksheet(pg. 83)

Resource 4b: Infatuation—Love activity cards

Resource 4c: Infatuation—Love Trusted Adult

Connection Activity (pg. 84)
Workbook: The Chemistry ofLove (pg. 12)

« Workbook: Match Profile (pg. 13)
« Small bottle filled with water, glitter, funnel

32 minutes

————— oT

| attraction. A short YouTube video, The Science ofLove, from asapSCIENCEwill reinforce the

information. Finally, the Infatuation—Love Matchactivity will help build a vocabulary for |

talking about attractions, relationships, and love.
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   Begin by underlining the messageofthe relationship pyramidactivity:

*¢ It’s easy to sa , “Go slow and don’t slide too quickly into relationships.” But the fact of they y, q y P

matter is it can be hard when you are attracted and turned on to someone.  
Ask the following question: (PP)

+ What are some wordsto describe how a person feels when strongly

attracted to someone?

All Caught Up...Falling in Love

How Da Yau Feel?

Pause and invite descriptive words (energized, happy, butterflies,

 

can’t think about anythingelse, etc.) Then continue:

+ The feelings and emotions of attraction are great. They are powerful and exciting. |

 

| % Did you know there is actually a change in the chemistry of the

brain to produce these incredibly goodfeelings? (PP)
There really are

changesin your brain

 

| %® When you meet someoneyou are highly attracted to, your brain pl
releases neurochemicals and hormones that trigger incredible | ve

side effects. Researchers have discovered some of the primary

neurochemicals and hormones linked to romantic attraction andlove.

. |
%* This isn’t pop psychology. Researchers have actually done MRIs (magnetic resonant+

imaging) on people who've just fallen in love. Through this scanning technology and

through biological analyses, researchers have mapped some of the chemical changes that

occur in the brain. |

Glitter Demonstration

Hold up a bottle of clear water and say, “This is your brain normally. You can see clearly.” |

__ As you describe the neurochemicals and hormones, pouronecolorofglitter through the

'  funnel into the bottle of water, then another and another, as you describe. Have a good

inch-plus of glitter before you cap it and shake.
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Romantic Attraction

+ . . . .

%* (PP) With romantic attraction PEA (phenylethylamine, praManetteane
Norepinephrine elevate giving

fenal-ethal-amean)elevates and acts as a releasing agent for Peree
i

norepinephrine (nor-ep-in-eff-frin) and dopamine. Pour in one Bere.ae:
P P ( P fr ) P arush >an arue

1 0 after goals, greater
color or glitter. an

1

1

1 +

]

 

%* Norepinephrine goes up and gives you feelings ofexcitement and

joy. It makes your heart race, palms sweat. Pour in anothercolorof glitter.

%* Dopamineis the “feel good” neurochemical that gives you a rush of pleasure, a desire to go| p 8 g1UEs Y P 8

| after goals and greatersociability. Pour in anothercolorofglitter.

| “It’s why newly smitten lovers feel euphoric and energized andcantalkforever.

 

1 %* (PP) Next, oxytocin, the bonding hormone, increases with touch.It’s Oxytocin - a bonding hormone

| sometimes nick-named the “cuddle hormone” and gives you feelings

| ofattachment, trust, and safety. Oxytocin increases trust, even if

you hardly know the person. Pour in anothercolorofglitter.

+

 

%* (PP) Serotonin levels go down with romantic attraction. Serotonin

is Zen-like. It is linked to tranquility, reason, and calm.

e The lowerlevels ofserotonin are the same as thosefound in people with obsessive

| compulsive disorder. These lower levels help us understand why new lovers are so

obsessed with each other. It explains that crazed-can’t-think-of-anything-else stage of

| early romance. Cap and shakethebottle.

| Point out these are the “love chemicals.” Sparkly and fun, butit’s hard to see clearly. After

awhile, they will settle and you'll see more clearly.

+ (PP) When you are passionate about someone, parts of the brain are more active and other

parts less active. The areas that are notably deactivated have to do with judgmentand fear.

Brain scans also show that two areasof the brain becomesignificantly less active: the area |

| that controls fear and the area involved in negative emotions.  
e This helps explain why people feel so happy with the world—and unafraid ofwhat

might go wrong—whenthey fall head over heels about someone.
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%* (PP) When the love chemicals are flowing, it’s like seeing a

kitten. All you can think of is how adorable it is. This chemistry

helps explain why newly-smitten lovers often idealize their

partner, magnify their virtues, and explain away or don't see their

flaws. It’s also why people tendto feel this relationship is closer

and more special than anyoneelse’s.

 

|
i

% (PP) Forthe first 3 months for sure...even 6 to 9 months,it's hard Until the “love chemicals” settle

to see or think clearly because of the effect of this chemistry on

your brain.

+ This is basic biology. But it can be risky ifyou are not aware of the A person can't seeclearly

role they play in your decision-making.

 

%* You might befooled and get involved with someone notrightfor

| you. You may not see they are a red bead through and through, even

though he or she seemed green atfirst.

%*  Ifyou aren't careful the cute kitty could actually be a scary lion! (PP) Sharethis list of what a person mightnot be seeing early on: (PP)

e Absolutely nothing in common e Cheats, won't stay faithful

e No ability to communicate e Abuses substances

| e Values totally out ofsync ¢ Irresponsible with money

e Uses people e Not committed to school/work

e Lies e Not committed to his/her child

| e Seesself as victim e  Abusive

e Negative, moody e In trouble with the law

+ Always blaming others

e Angry and controlling
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Underscore that infatuation is exciting and pleasurable. Offer the followingtip:

% In any new relationship or attraction to someone, you can enjoy these tremendously

pleasant feelings. But take time and care to read their true meaning.

%* Having clear sexual boundariesis really important.

%* The feelings of attraction andfalling in lovetell you veryfew facts about the potentialof a

relationship andif this person is a good match. 
Media Opportunity: The Science ofLove

 

  
 

 

   

www.youtube.com/watch?y=eDMwpVUhxAo

(PP) This very short (2:54 minutes) clip reinforces the TER:

| information just presented. Designed to convey scientific concepts Love

| using colored drawings, asapSCIENCE hasreceived accolades we9

| from manyincluding Scientific American. The Science ofLove- asapsCIENCE

|

3-6-9-Month Rule

*¢ Since the love chemicals can surge in the early weeks or months, consider holding off on

 

decisions about being in a relationship (and especially about sex). Taking it to the next level

when caught up in love chemicals is risky. |

f - y
| + (PP) Think about living by the 3-6-9 Rule. No big decisions for 3 À ©

to 6 to 9 months. Allow your brain time to simmer down and see
The 3-6-9 Rule

 

| what's real and what's not.
Enjoy the greatfeelings...but realize that you won't see

| clearly until the chemicals settle downa bit.

| Take yourtime.

Workbook Application:

 

read it and take a few minutes to answerthe questions. Emphasizeit is helpful to talk to

| Ask participants to locate pg. 12 in their workbook, The Chemistry of Love. Ask them to

a wise person whenthe chemistry is flowing. |
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deeply at the differences between infatuation andreal love. Infatuation is a word

Announce tothe participants they will engage in an activity to help them look more

commonly usedto refer to the stage of early romantic attraction, when the “love

|chemicals” are flowing. Use these pointsto introduce: (PP)
of

 

| % The love chemicals produce strong feelings. Somepeoplebelieveit is Is it LOVEoris it.

okayfor a couple to havesex if they feel they are in love. But love is

more than afeeling that the love chemicals produce. INGP UATION?

+ Let's do an activity to practice seeing the difference between
 

infatuation and real love. |

State that you have two sets of cards (Resource 4b). One colored set contains statements

| about infatuation and the differently colored set describes real love situations. Each love |

card has a corresponding infatuation card that deals with the same themeor topic. In

other words,there are pairs of love/infatuation contrasting statements.

(PP) Read aloudthe examplein the PowerPointslide. Tell them

| to notice the bold words. Example
* infatuation * Love

| think about him 24/7. Love is nat just a feeling.
I’ve never had such it requires knowing a
strong feelings.it’s gotta person deeply; having

Instructions: (PP) Their job will be to read their card and to then be thereal thing fondness, respect and
admiration. Love is a
decision to share,to trust,

circulate on their side of the room until they find the opposite to wantthe hest fr ane
anather.

colored card on the same theme.Instruct participants to only look at D
All Love cardsa different color.

 

 

cards thatare a different color from the color they have. Therefore,

love cardholders only look among infatuation cardholdersfor their

match and vice versa. Ask them to pay attention to the bolded words.

Tip for saving time: Divide cardsinto twosets as indicated in the key below by the

bolded line. Then divide the groupin half. Direct half the group to stay on one side

of the room wherethey will mingle only among themselvesto find their matches. The

other half will be on the other side of the room finding their matches. This way they are

looking amongfive possibilities, which will save time.
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Pass out Infatuation card numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 and Love card numbers1,2, 3, 4,

and 5. Give these to the group on oneside of the room. Then pull out Infatuation card

numbers6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 and Love card numbers6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 and give them to the

second group.Tell the groups to stay separate—theyare to circulate only amongtheir

ownside of the room.

Oncethey find their match, they come upto the instructor to check. If they are incorrect,

they should go back and keepcirculating to find the correct match. When they have

the correct match, give each pair an Infatuation —Love Match Worksheet (Resource4a, pg.

83), and ask them to complete it together as quickly as possible. They are to draw lines

between contrasting statements.  
Instructor’s Key:
 

Infatuation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
 

           Love 4 3 1 2 5 8 9 6 7 10
 

After all the matches are found, review the correct matching numbers with the whole

group. Ask each pair to read their cards. The rest of the group should correct their

match sheet, if needed. If short on time, pick out just a few to discuss. 
Activity: Love Songs  

 

As ahomework task, ask participants to identify a song that in
Love Songs Activity

Which lines tell you the most aboutreal love?
their opinion expresses real love. Ask them to identify the words

or lines that say the most to them aboutreal love. Play one or two

|
|
|
| of these songs in each future session. (PP)
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Trusted Adult Connection |

  

  

 

(PP) Pass out Resource 4c, Infatuation— Love Trusted Adult Trusted Adult Connection

Connection Activity (pg. 84). Ask your trusted adult to check two of > Ask yourTAto read the infatuation/Love statements
(4c) and dothefollowing:

the most important Love statements and to explain why to you. Then = eheck2 ofthe Love statements they feel are most
important andto tell you why.

ask them to pick two Infatuation statements that, in their opinion, are Gamingsignonunaaanandplo
you why they think so.

warning signs ofan unhealthyrelationship and to explain why they * Sign and return for credit

think so. You do the same and then discuss your choices. Sign and return

for credit. 
Optional: Workbook Application

 

This mayserve as an optional homework assignment. Introduce workbookpg.13,

Match Profile, as follows:

< Some young adults use social media apps or online match sites to find partners.

¢ Your challengeis to write a realistic and genuine description ofyourself, followed by a

description of the kind ofperson you'd like as a romantic partner.

e Havefun, but make it real. Work to make them real, honest, and informative.  
Note: Whenfinished, answerthe inverted questionsat the bottom of pg. 13.
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‘One researcher whohasstudied the

effect of body chemistry on love and

infatuation is Rutgers University’s

biological anthropologist, Helen Fisher.

See: Fisher, H. (2004). Why We Love.

New York: Henry Holt and Co. See also

Anatomy of Love, Helen Fisher (2016).

Also, for very a readable discussion see

National Geographic, February 2006, cover

feature on the chemistry oflove.
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Lesson 4: RESOURCE 4A

Infatuation—Love Match Worksheet

Infatuation Love
 

10.

Infatuation is very focused on looks and
attractions.

infatuation makes you afraid that if the
person saw and knew youasyoureally are,
he or she might notlike you any longer. Your
focus is on looking and acting the way you
think he or she wants you to.

infatuation seems to happenali at once—
often before you even know each othervery
well.

Infatuation might lead you to do things you
don’t really think are right just to keep the
relationship. He orshetries to talk you into
thinking something is right even when you
know deep downitis not.

infatuation is jealous, mistrusting, and
uncertain. It makes you wonder and worry that
you will be dumped whenheorsheis friendly
with someoneelse.

Infatuation is “in a hurry.” It sometimes

makesyou plungein headfirst, long before you
know the person.

Infatuation covers up the fact that your
values are ali out of sync. But, you overlook
your nagging doubts because this personis the
only one who matters.

Infatuation is an emotionalroller coaster of
up and down emotions. Your day is made or
ruined by whether you are texted orcalled.

infatuation can make you feel trapped. Your
whole focus is on him or her. You sometimes
feel you are missing out on other things and
other people.

Infatuation uses the other person to make
you look good.If you are honest, you'll admit
that if this person were not as popular or good-
looking or had less money, your feelings might
not be the same.
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10.

Love takes time. It grows as you deepen your
knowledgeof eachother.

Love makes you more likely to do what
you knowis right. Love will not ask you to
do things you are morally unsure of or are not
readyfor.

Love means you canbethereal you. You
don't have to pretend to look or act the way you
think this person wants youto.

Love involves thetotal person...not only
physical attraction and looks. Love admires
personality and charactertraits as well. You
enjoy doing things and talking together.

Love involvestrust. It brings security. You
enjoy each other’s friends without suspicions or
jealousies.

Love is steady with healthy emotions.
Not just up and down, shifting and doubting
feelings.

Loveis freedom. Love gives you the security
to reach out and explore whatlife hasto offer.

Loveis patient. If your love is true, your
partner respects your sexual boundaries.

Love does not expect you to compromise
yourvalues.In fact, love deepens as you
discover that you share basic values.

Love does not use anotherperson just to
make you look goodto others. You genuinely
love him or her and enjoy being together.



 

Lesson 4: RESOURCE 4C

Infatuation—Love Trusted Adult Connection Activity

Infatuation Love
 

10.

Infatuationis very focused on looks and
attractions.

Infatuation makes youafraid thatif the
person saw and knew you as you really are,
he or she might not like you any longer. Your
focus is on looking and acting the way you
think he or she wants youto.

Infatuation seemsto happenall at once—
often before you even know each other very
well.

Infatuation might lead you to do things you
don’t really think are right just to keep the
relationship. He or she tries to talk you into
thinking something is right even when you
know deep downit is not.

Infatuation is jealous, mistrusting, and
uncertain. It makes you wonder and worry that
you will be dumped whenheorsheis friendly
with someoneelse.

Infatuation is “in a hurry.” It sometimes
makes you plungein headfirst, long before you
know the person.

infatuation covers upthe fact that your
valuesareall out of sync. But, you overlook
your nagging doubts becausethis personis the
oniy one who matters.

infatuation is an emotionalroller coaster of
up and down emotions. Your day is made or
ruined by whether you are texted or called.

infatuation can make youfeel trapped. Your
whole focus is on him or her. You sometimes
feel you are missing out on other things and
other people.

infatuation uses the other person to make

you look good.If you are honest, you'll admit
that if this person were not as popular or good-
looking or had less money, yourfeelings might
not be the same.

10.

Love takestime. It grows as you deepen your
knowledgeof each other.

Love makes you morelikely to do what
you knowis right. Love will not ask you to
do things you are morally unsure of or are not
readyfor.

Love means you canbethereal you. You
don’t have to pretend to look or act the way you
think this person wants youto.

Love invoivesthe total person...not only
physical attraction and looks. Love admires
personality and charactertraits as well. You
enjoy doing things and talking together.

Love involvestrust.It brings security. You
enjoy each other’s friends without suspicions or
jealousies.

Love is steady with healthy emotions.
Not just up and down, shifting and doubting
feelings.

Love is freedom. Lovegives you the security
to reach out and explore whatlife has to offer.

Love is patient. If your love is true, your
partner respects your sexual boundaries.

Love does not expect you to compromise
yourvalues.In fact, love deepens as you
discoverthat you share basic values.

Love does not use anotherpersonjust to
make you look goodto others. You genuinely
love him or her and enjoy being together.

Trusted Adult: Check the two Love statements you feel are most important for your teens to be
awareof and explain why. Then, focus on the infatuation statementlist and check which two rep-
resent the biggest red flags about a relationship. Explain to your teen whyyoufeelso.
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